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Abstract-- Cloud computing is a hurriedly promising 

technology which involves employment of various 

services resembling software, web services and 

virtualized transportation, as a merchandise on 

public, private or hybrid clouds on lease foundation. 

These services are stimulating by the relevant pricing 

technique for the cloud. The price varies with the 

quantity and type of data structures worn for query 

implementation. In this paper we illustrate static and 

dynamic pricing method for cloud accumulation. In 

static pricing method the prices are unchanging for 

dissimilar possessions which remain invariable with 

time. Static pricing process does not assistance the 

overhaul contributor for the reason that it does not 

duplicate the present market value. The dynamic 

pricing format can disseminate you as the time 

changes. According to the demand of a reserve the 

pricing is completed in dynamic pricing process so as 

to make best use of the turnover of the service 

contributor. In addition to this, our paper explains 

characteristics and the delivery models for cloud 

computing and there processing speed and own 

activities of the service provider and reduce the time 

limit. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Cloud computing is characteristically 

distinct as a type of computing that relies on sharing 

computing resources somewhat than having local 

servers or individual devices to touch applications. 

Which outsized groups of remote servers are 

networked to permit centralized data storage space 

and online admittance to computer services Clouds 

can be confidential as public and private.  

Cloud computing is analogous to grid 

computing, a category of computing somewhere 

unused dispensation cycles of all computers in a 

network are harnesses to explain problems too 

exhaustive for any stand-alone apparatus. The 

criticisms regarding it are principally paying attention 

on its community implications. This happens when 

the proprietor of the remote servers is a human being 

or organization supplementary than the addict, as 

their happiness may point in diverse directions, for 

example, the user may wish that his or her 

information is set aside private, but the owner of the 

remote servers may want to take improvement of it 

for their own production. 

 

Developers with imaginative ideas for 

innovative Internet services no longer require the 

large resources in hardware to set up their service or 

the individual expenditure to operate it. At the 

moment, static pricing proposal is being worn which 

has permanent supply usage price indifferent 

regarding how greatly a thorough type of source is in 

order, which is not commercial for the service 

contributor. Dynamic pricing method can adapt itself 

to time changes, demand of a scrupulous resource 

and consequently make your mind up the cost of that 

reserve using the price-demand representation.  

 

II. CLOUD COMPUTING 

 

Cloud computing is the consequence of 

development and implementation of obtainable 

technologies and paradigms. The objective of cloud 

computing is to tolerate users to take beneath 

beginning all of these technologies, exclusive of the 

require for deep association about or knowledge with 

everyone one of them. The cloud aims to cut 

expenditure, and helps the users‟ focal point on their 

core business as a substitute of creature impeded by 

IT obstacles. Cloud computing is a variety of grid 

computing; it has evolved by addressing the QoS and 

dependability tribulations. Cloud computing provides 

the apparatus and technologies to manufacture 

data/compute concentrated parallel applications with 

to a large extent more inexpensive prices compared 

to conventional parallel computing techniques. 

Using this technology a compact does not need to 

acquire hardware and software authorize every time it 

hires a worker. As a substitute, a user‟s computer 

only requirements to be accomplished of 

management cloud computing boundary, for 

illustration a web browser. A superior example of 

cloud computing would be Yahoo email and Gmail. 

A customer is not obligatory to have a software or 

server to use them. All they require is an internet 

relationship to start by means of the services 

provided by the darken. Normally nearby are three 

types of cloud computing. First, public cloud whose 
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services are proposed to common public either free or 

by pay-as-you-go proposal. Second, private cloud 

whose services are intended for completely for a 

single organization either managed by the association 

or by a third party. The third is hybrid cloud which is 

a symphony of two or more clouds where some 

possessions are private and some are provided 

outwardly. 

 

 

 

i. Key Cloud Computing Characteristics 

Cloud computing involves resources like 

software applications, data storage and dispensation 

power creature accessed on the internet. From 

frequent people we can also position that cloud 

computing is where energetically scalable, device-

independent and task-centric computing possessions 

are obtained ended the Internet, with any charges 

being on a per tradition origin. This distinctiveness is 

as follows: 

 
Figure 1. Cloud Computing 

 

a. Cloud computing is dynamically scalable in 

nature 

Dynamic scalability of cloud is for the reason 

that users only use its services according to their 

supplies. They will not have to expend currency for 

resources which are repeatedly unoccupied. And 

there is also no require for users to wait for 

achievement of multifarious tribulations due to lack 

of dispensation power. The first contractor of 

dynamically scalable cloud was Amazon. It provided 

a service called Amazon Elastic Cloud or EC2. It 

provided cloud computing services in requisites of 

server „instance‟ as per the user prerequisite. The 

minimum set Amazon EC2 server „instance‟ is a 1.2 

GHz 32-bit fundamental processor core with 1.7 GB 

of memory and 160 GB of storage space. This can be 

provided organization moreover on Windows or 

Linux. 

b. Cloud computing is independent of devices 

used 

Cloud computing is mechanism autonomous in a 

way where its resources can be accessed by any 

processor that has an internet association with it. By 

the word computer we indicate any sort of computing 

apparatus be it a laptop, desktop PC ,tablet, smart 

phone or any other device accessible, but it be 

supposed to have an internet correlation. For 

example, regard as an arrangement created in 

Microsoft PowerPoint is sent to an individual on 

email more the internet. In order to unfasten and 

operate on it the individual must have Microsoft 

PowerPoint installed on his individual computer on 

any other mechanism. On the other hand if the 

identical arrangement is created using Google Docs 

then it can be opened and condensed anywhere 

provided that there is internet relationship and a web 

browser accessible. That‟s the authority of cloud 

computing. 

 

c. Cloud computing is task-centric 

Cloud computing is assignment centric for 

the reason that it absolutely depends on the 

assignment the user desires to achieved and not on 

fastidious software. For exemplar, if a user desires to 
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edit an article then user 2 will in a minute have to 

drive him a link for that article on the internet. It 

eliminates the want to establish the software to 

accomplish the task to be finished. This also revenue 

that user does not have to to buy the software or pay 

for its procedure. And they don‟t comprise to pay 

something in the periods someplace the property are 

inactive. 

 

d. Cloud computing costs are not fixed 

 

In any kind of production there can be two 

types of expenses implicated. The unchanging cost is 

the cost which is sovereign of the number of 

populace who use the services. On the other hand, the 

erratic cost changes with the number of people using 

the service and the productivity levels of the 

manufacturing. Conventionally, computing involves 

the cost of construction, equipping and maintaining 

data centers. But as cloud computing is energetically 

scalable and assignment centric, it has no permanent 

costs. In reality, all costs are on a per-usage or 

variable origin. For illustration Amazon EC2, 

dispensation power can be purchased starting the 

cloud on per hour source. This actuality that cloud 

computing has only changeable cost is exceptionally 

constructive for small companies. This is for the 

reason that miniature companies are incompetent to 

give the kinds of complicated business applications 

accessible to large corporations. The most modern 

types of human supply, project management, 

purchaser relationship management and other 

applications can now be accessed from the cloud by 

any production, great or tiny. 

 

ii. Delivery Models 

The National Institute Standard and Technology 

(NIST) explanation of cloud computing defines three 

liberation models: 

 

a. Software as a Service (SaaS) 

Software as an examine is the liberation of 

software greater than the internet as a service. By 

means of this service a client does not have need of to 

mount any application correlated to the software on 

his/her computing mechanism, somewhat he/she uses 

it on the cloud. The client can admittance this service 

anywhere and anytime over any computing 

apparatus. Basically, SaaS allows users to run 

accessible online applications. 

 

Examples: Google apps and Microsoft Office Live. 

Google apps are provided that online article creation 

and formatting on Google‟s cloud. It also provides 

online spreadsheets and PowerPoint formation 

conveniences. These can be accessed everywhere 

with the make possible of internet. 

 

b. Platform as a Service (PaaS) 

Platform as a service provides a computing 

atmosphere for the improvement and exploitation of 

applications over the internet devoid of a need of 

exchange the hardware and software, configuring it 

for the identical rationale. A developer is capable of 

build a submission in this location, test it and 

transport it. 

Example: Google app engine, Microsoft 

Azure. Google app engine allows developers to 

increase and host their applications on Google‟s 

cloud. Microsoft Azure also allows developers to 

construct windows application in Microsoft‟s 

atmosphere. 

 

c. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 

In transportation as a Service provides cloud 

service providers make available corporeal or 

virtualized hardware in the appearance of storage, 

servers, network, firewalls and cargo balancers. This 

is very functional for small scale businesses as they 

cannot afford to buy such costlier hardware 

machinery. 

Example: Go Grid, Amazon Elastic cloud 

(EC2). Go grid provides network bandwidth for 

without charge to cloud users. Amazon also provides 

server instances to users for hosting their submission. 

 

III. PRICING SCHEMES IN CLOUD 

There are a number of diverse pricing 

schemes designed for cloud. Dissimilar service 

providers are appropriate different schemes according 

to their prerequisite, to indict price to users. We are 

principally focusing on two pricing schemes for 

cloud explicitly static and dynamic. 

 

a. Static Pricing Scheme 

This is the simplest pricing method which 

fixes all prices for the complete time perspective .The 

cloud computing services are exceedingly time 

reliant, so the time period of accessible service is 

programmed. At these time intervals most of the 

requirements get there. It sets a worth vector which 

contains prices of every supply. As the prices are 

permanent, the optimization in this pricing method is 

finished only just the once. This is the major 

drawback of this proposal. 

 

This method gives selection for pay as-you-

go. In disburse as you go format, the user pays per 

uncertainty and has to pay simply for how much 

possessions are used. By property we indicate the 

diverse data structures that are in employment in 
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query completing. The cloud uses singular data 

structures to button up the query effecting 

progression. The more the data structures worn, the 

quicker the query is executed. As an example, 

Amazon offers $0.15 for 1GB. 

 

b. Dynamic Pricing Scheme 

The desire of cloud cache is to provide 

successful multiuser querying on the data but at the 

identical time maintenance the service provider 

rewarding. In dynamic pricing method there are two 

imperative criteria to make your mind up the charge 

of uncertainty. The first one is accessibility. When a 

user anxiety incredible from the cloud, a reservation 

is enthusiastic to the obscure .If the data is previously 

at hand in the supply then the query is executed in the 

accumulation. If it is not, then the query is executed 

in the back-end record and the outcome of the query 

is brought back into the supply. If data is before now 

in attendance in the cache then less data structure is 

mandatory to implement the query and for this reason 

the cost of such a query is fewer. 

 

The second imperative principle is time 

possibility i.e. at what time the query is requested. If 

the ambiguity is requested on timing of important 

traffic then the cost of query completing is more. 

Because the demand and deliver for a choosy supply 

changes over occurrence so, monotonous price does 

not replicate the actual cost in the promoter.  

 

For the initial time when the quality user 

difficulty for a supply it gets searched in all the 

server nodes, the essential file is prearranged to the 

customer and its path is saved. So the subsequently 

time when a dissimilar premium user requests for the 

same file he will be able to download or access it 

instantly whereas, this is not the case with without 

charge users. Every time when a free user asks for a 

file, the file is searched on all the nodes, retrieved 

and then prearranged to the customer. So perceptibly 

there is time span mandatory when a free addict 

downloads a file as compared with a finest 

downloading it. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This is the period of cloud computing. The 

expectations scope of cloud computing is noticeably 

towering. By our enlightenment we can evidently 

make out that active pricing model is prevailing over 

static pricing which has countless disadvantages. 

Static pricing cannot guarantee service provider‟s 

assistance because there is forever fluctuations in 

difficulty of a fastidious resource and consequently 

unchanging price cannot replicate the in progress 

market circumstances whereas, this is not the case 

with energetic pricing method. By using dynamic 

pricing proposal a service provider can recommend a 

customer to request for diverse resource types.  In 

addition to this, our paper explains characteristics and 

the delivery models for cloud computing and there 

processing speed and own activities of the service 

provider and reduce the time limit. 
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